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ABSTRACT
As wild organisms adapt to the laboratory environment, they become less relevant as biological models.

It has been suggested that a commonly used S. cerevisiae strain has rapidly accumulated mutations in the
lab. We report a low-to-intermediate rate of protein evolution in this strain relative to wild isolates.

WHEN introduced into the lab, wild organisms
often undergo selection for easier growth. This

adaptation, and loss of selective pressures normally
present in the wild, may have wide-ranging effects, such
that the biology of a lab organism may no longer reflect
that of wild populations. This concern has arisen in the
recent literature for Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Liu et al. 1996;
Bonhivers et al. 1998; Yvert et al. 2003; Deutschbauer
and Davis 2005; Dunn et al. 2005; Gu et al. 2005; Qin
and Lu 2006). The S288C yeast strain was bred in the
1950s from wild and commercial strains (Mortimer and
Johnston 1986) and passed into use as a common lab
strain. In a recent comparison of S288C with the clin-
ical strain YJM789 (Gu et al. 2005), isolated in 1989
(Tawfik et al. 1989), the phylogenetic lineage to the lab
strain exhibited faster protein evolution. One inter-
pretation of this result is that S288C accumulated more
mutations during its longer tenure in the lab. Here we
revisit this hypothesis in the context of a third strain,
the vineyard isolate RM11-1a, which was introduced
into the lab in 1996 (Torok et al. 1996; Brem et al. 2002).

To parallel previous calculations (Gu et al. 2005), we
first analyzed protein evolution in yeast strain pairs. We
obtainedORF alignments of S288C, RM11-1a (hereafter
RM), YJM789 (hereafter YJM), and S. paradoxus ortho-
logs (Ronald et al. 2005) and eliminated frameshifts,
for a total of 4162 genes. We reasoned that most assump-
tions of molecular evolution methods would be as valid
here as when species are compared, and the approxi-
mation of constant generation time may be better in
this case. As such, for each pair of S. cerevisiae strains

plus S. paradoxus, we used PAML (Yang 1997) to infer
maximum-likelihood branch lengths for the star tree
describing each gene, assuming an independent evolu-
tionary rate for each lineage. We then used nonsynon-
ymous and synonymous changes in inferred trees to
estimate genomewide evolutionary rates for each line-
age as described (Chimpanzee Sequencing and Anal-
ysis Consortium 2005; Gu et al. 2005). The results
are shown in Table 1. As expected, in a comparison of
S288C and YJM, the lineage to the lab strain had a faster
evolutionary rate. However, in other comparisons, the
rate for the RM lineage was faster still (Table 1). Thus,
the vineyard strain bears the strongest signature of rapid
protein evolution.
To confirm this, we sought to analyze the three

S. cerevisiae strains and S. paradoxus simultaneously. As
the genealogy of these genomes varies between loci
(Ruderfer et al. 2006), we modeled each gene sepa-
rately. For each gene, we inferred branch lengths, as-
suming independent evolutionary rates on all branches,
fixing in turn each of the first three topologies in Figure
1. We then identified the maximum-likelihood tree
from among the three inferred trees. If this best tree
had an internal branch of length zero, we considered
the gene to follow the star topology.Whenmultiple runs
of phylogenetic inference did not converge to the same
topology, we discarded the gene. The remaining data
set comprised 3682 genes. Their maximum-likelihood
topologies, shown in Figure 1, indicate that for the
majority of genes, RM diverged after the divergence of
YJM and S288C. Consistent with this, the estimated
time since the internal branch is longer at loci where
YJM and S288C are the most closely related strain pair,
relative to the rest of the genes (data not shown). We
conclude that longer waiting times were required for
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migration and coalescent events between the lab and
clinical strain lineages.

We next grouped all genes with the same topology in
Figure 1 and, for each group, estimated evolutionary
rates as above. The results are given in Table 2. In each
case the lineage to RM, rather than to the lab strain, has
the fastest evolutionary rate of all branches. Interest-
ingly, accelerated protein evolution does not seem
unique to RM. At loci where the lab or clinical strain
shares recent ancestry with RM, both lineages below
the internal branch are enriched for nonsynonymous
changes, in contrast to loci where S288C and YJM are
most closely related to each other (Table 2A). Certain
complex demographic scenarios are consistent with this
pattern. However, we favor the hypothesis that variation
in the ages of branches drives apparent differences in
evolutionary rates. Assuming that some existing non-
synonymous changes are mildly deleterious, these al-
leles are expected to be in excess on recent branches
relative to ancient ones, because purifying selection has
had a longer time to act on the latter (Williamson and
Orive 2002). As the evolutionary time since the internal
branch is longest for loci where S288C and YJM aremost

closely related (see above), branches below the internal
node represent a longer period of purifying selection
and bear fewer coding changes; at loci where such
branches involve the more recently diverged RM, they
bear more coding changes. Recent changes in effective
population size and adaptation to viticulture niches
(Mortimer 2000; Townsend et al. 2003; Aa et al. 2006),
and to laboratory and pathogenic niches, likely account
for additional variation in protein evolutionary rates.

We have shown that the lab strain S288C evolved at a
slow-to-intermediate rate relative to two natural isolates,
suggesting that growth in the lab has not engendered
deleterious mutation on a wide scale. Other reports
indicate that lab strains are not exceptionally diverged
from other subpopulations (de Barros Lopes et al.
1999; Winzeler et al. 2003; Ben-Ari et al. 2005; Fay and
Benavides 2005; Aa et al. 2006), although certain S288C
alleles were almost certainly selected in the lab (Liu et al.
1996; Bonhivers et al. 1998). By contrast, the vineyard
isolate RM has the fastest rate of protein evolution
genomewide, and nonsynonymous changes are en-
riched in other strains where these strains share recent
ancestry with RM. Future work will be needed to test our

Figure 1.—Distribution of gene genealogies.
Every tree represents a genealogy relating one
S. paradoxus and three S. cerevisiae strains. Text
under each tree represents the number of genes
whose maximum-likelihood tree follows the indi-
cated topology. Branch lengths are not to scale.

TABLE 1

Lineage-specific evolutionary rates from analysis of S. cerevisiae strain pairs

A.
S288C — 0.218 (0.209–0.227) 0.209 (0.200–0.219)
RM 0.262 (0.250–0.274) — 0.259 (0.249–0.270)
YJM 0.178 (0.169–0.186) 0.188 (0.180–0.196) —
S. paradoxus 0.126 (0.124–0.129) 0.126 (0.124–0.129) 0.126 (0.124–0.129)

B.
S. cerevisiae difference ,10!10 2.02 3 10!7 ,10!10

Each column represents one strain pair, illustrated by the trees above; branch lengths of the trees are not to
scale. (A) Each row represents one branch, designated at the left by the genome at its tip. The relative rate of
nonsynonymous-to-synonymous mutations along the indicated branch is given, calculated from the sum of
each class of changes, and the number of each class of sites, across all inferred gene trees as described (Chim-
panzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium 2005; Gu et al. 2005). Confidence intervals of 95% from 1000
gene resamplings with replacement are given in parentheses. (B) The x2 significance of the difference in the
number of nonsynonymous and synonymous changes in the two S. cerevisiae lineages indicated in the tree is
given.
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hypothesis that apparently accelerated protein evolu-
tion in recently diverged individuals reflects slow selec-
tion against mildly deleterious alleles destined to be lost.
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Lineage-specific evolutionary rates from analysis of three S. cerevisiae strains
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culated as in Table 1 over all genes whose maximum-likelihood tree follows the indicated topology, is given. Results for the most
recently diverged lineages of each branched tree are in italics. (B) The x2 significance of the difference in the number of non-
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blocks of contiguous genes with the same branched topology (data not shown), suggesting that intragenic recombination does not
influence the analysis.
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